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FOREWORD

For nearly fifty years, the Museum of Contemporary Art Arlington
has built a reputation for launching the careers of emerging
artists and presenting some of the finest contemporary art
exhibitions in the mid-Atlantic region. And although we’ve
recently changed our name from Arlington Arts Center to
better reflect the breadth of what we do, our mission to enrich
community life by connecting the public to contemporary art
and artists through exhibitions, education programs, and an
artists-in-residence program has always remained the same.
As a contemporary arts organization, one of our strengths is the
ability to connect our community with living artists, so that each
of us can explore firsthand the ways that artists navigate the
challenges and strengths of our shared society. And, as a noncollecting museum, our organization is nimble and prepared
to evolve in step with the contemporary art field as it evolves
over time.

It is our goal that, when you visit the Museum of Contemporary
Art Arlington, you will experience some of the most cuttingedge art by local, regional, national, and international artists,
intersecting within our galleries, and then, further embrace
Arlington’s place within the global arts community.
I want to thank our donors and community for all the support
you have shown our organization over the last year and
throughout this monumental process. We are incredibly grateful
for your continued encouragement as we prepare for our 50th
anniversary in 2024 and beyond.
—Catherine Anchin
Executive Director

After much reflection and research, we realized that our location
in Arlington – just across the river from the Nation’s capital –
affords us a unique opportunity to create an exhibition for
artists who deserve broader recognition outside of their home
communities and within the Washington, DC metropolitan area.
Assembly 2022: Time and Attention is the first biennial exhibition
presented under our organization’s new name and the first of
our biennial series to explore contemporary artists on a national
scale.
The brilliant artists included within this exhibition were nominated
by curators at peer organizations across the United States and
carefully selected by our very talented Curator of Exhibitions,
Blair Murphy.
Vincent Miranda, Florida Jitt (Bromeliad Stutter), 2022

Assembly 2022: Time and Attention opens at a pivotal moment
in the history of the recently renamed Museum of Contemporary
Art Arlington. Featuring contemporary art in a diverse range of
media, by artists who are committed to material and conceptual
experimentation, the exhibition represents a continuation of
the Museum’s nearly 50-year history of exhibition-making. This
legacy of experimentation and risk-taking has supported the
growth of countless artists and brought the art of the present
moment to Arlington since our founding as the Community Arts
Council of Arlington in 1974.
Taking place as the organization adopts a new name, the exhibition
acts as a bridge between the Museum's past as Arlington
Arts Center and its future as the Museum of Contemporary
Art Arlington. The new name reaffirms our commitment to
contemporary art and artists and to an exhibition program that
introduces our audiences to groundbreaking and exciting artists
working locally, nationally, and internationally. The new name
also heralds new approaches to supporting local and regional
artists, connecting our communities to contemporary artists, and
cultivating relationships with artists and arts audiences across
geographic boundaries.

Erika Lynne Hanson, A growing collection of rock like things (detail), 2022

Assembly, our biennial exhibition program, emphasizes this final
goal, bringing together artists from across the country to highlight
the material and conceptual trends among contemporary artists
in the present moment. Curators from peer organizations across
the country were invited to nominate two artists to be considered
for the exhibition. These curators were asked to nominate artists
working in their communities whom they believe are deserving of
and ready for a higher level of visibility. With thirty-two nominators
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based in twenty-three states, the exhibition draws on the
knowledge of dozens of curators from across the country. The
response to our outreach as we shaped the nomination process
was deeply gratifying and reflected the nominators’ commitment
to the artists living and working in their communities.
This nomination process resulted in an impressive cross-section
of artists from across the country working in media ranging
from performance to painting, installation to video games. From
the group of nominated artists, I selected twelve to include in
the exhibition, seeking out work that demonstrates a deep
commitment to process and craft and speaks to the present
moment in ways that feel both urgent and timeless. It was an
immense privilege to have the opportunity to connect with my
colleagues across the country to shape this exhibition and to
work with these twelve amazing artists.

ATTENTION
It is with acts of attention that we decide who to hear,
who to see, and who in our world has agency. In this
way, attention forms the ground not just for love, but
for ethics.
—Jenny Odell, How to Do Nothing: Resisting
the Attention Economy
Through Assembly, the Museum of Contemporary Art Arlington
commits to hosting an exhibition, presented every other year,
that will bring together contemporary artists from across the
United States whose work bears a particular resonance, whether
material or conceptual, at a particular moment in time. The

exhibition will bring work by artists from across the country to
the Nation’s capital, introducing their work to new audiences
and connecting them to the greater Washington, DC area’s arts
ecosystem.
When organizing exhibitions, curators balance authorship,
interpretation, and presentation. The concept of the lens is a
helpful framework for understanding my curatorial approach.
The lens connotes a particular perspective for looking at an
object. It presumes that the artwork continues to retain its
own complexities and meanings beyond those prioritized
by any particular exhibition. In exhibitions, the curatorial lens
brings particular aspects of the work into focus. It teases out
connections among work by various artists and deepens the
audience’s understanding and appreciation. This more open
curatorial approach feels especially important for an exhibition
like Assembly, which strives to bring together a diverse group of
artists, working in cities and towns across the United States, in a
range of media, and coming from a variety of perspectives.
Taking this approach, attention, time, and care are illuminating
lenses through which to consider the work included in Assembly
2022. These three modes of engagement are related and often
intersecting. The form of attention most tightly linked to time and
care also resonates with ‘attending to’—the act of considering
or caring for someone or something. This type of attention is
committed rather than fleeting, focused rather than capricious.
Bestowing this level of attention involves commitment, time, and
care and is, fundamentally, an act of generosity and love.
The artists included in Assembly 2022 channel their attention
through their materials, into their research, and into carefully
considered approaches to their work. In what feels like a moment

of ongoing—even perpetual—crisis, they bring this focused
approach to issues that are fundamental to contemporary
American life, including questions of identity, history, immigration,
place, belonging, and care.

MATERIAL
Devhara is a response to the crises of our time,
a transformation of my creative practice, a
re-appropriation of abstraction from the realm of
western artists and its’ re-centering within global
creative practice. It asserts that the creative output
of artists of color is not limited to the reenactment of
traumas upon our bodies for a white audience.

Priya Suresh Kambli, Objects of Worship (detail), 2022

—Priya Suresh Kambli on her project Devhara
Priya Suresh Kambli’s Objects of Worship constitutes a group of
12 cyanotype prints, unique works of striking abstraction. Kambli
creates the prints by placing her mother's objects of worship on
top of cyanotype paper and, over the course of several hours,
moving them across the paper, producing both a record of the
objects and a work of stunning visual abstraction.
Objects of Worship is part of Kambli’s ongoing project Devhara,
through which she documents, captures, and utilizes a group
of objects that were originally used by her mother for religious
rituals. For Kambli they serve as objects of mourning, connecting
her to her mother, who is now deceased, and to India, the home
she left at 18. Working with these objects and transforming
them, Kambli makes work drawn from and with reverence for
her family’s history, without relying on the direct representation of

archival family photos, as she had for many years as part of her
practice.
In this approach, works of abstraction open up new creative
possibilities, while rejecting the pressure placed on artists of color
to make artwork that creates a spectacle out of their bodies,
their histories, or their trauma. This strategy builds on the work
of many artists, especially Black artists, who have explored this
potential of abstraction. This use of emotionally resonant material
and processes enables artists to explore familial and ancestral
history, while channeling those connections and stories into new
creative forms.
Like Kambli’s Objects of Worship, Kelly Taylor Mitchell’s works
in Assembly are abstract, using emotionally resonant materials

Kelly Taylor Mitchell, Untitled (Red), 2021

in works that physically embody personal and familial legacies
and connections. Mitchell draws heavily on practices and
materials that have ties to her family history, creating physical
objects that materialize her deep connection to the histories
that inspire her work. Mitchell creates handmade paper, works
with textiles and embroidery, and integrates found objects from
significant locations into her work. For Untitled (Alabama #3),
the artist used privet and river cane sourced from ancestral
sites in Alabama, connecting to her family’s history and legacy
through material. Untitled (Purple) and Untitled (Red) are large
scale works in unique shapes that reference adornment of both
physical objects and people. Both works are created from an
accumulation of individual pieces, patched together like family
stories and histories. Like Kambli, Mitchell’s processes are
labor-intensive and the materials she uses are emotionally and
symbolically significant.
Like Kambli and Mitchell, MyLoan Dinh forges connections
across generations and geographic boundaries through her

MyLoan Dinh, Boom Boom Butterfly, 2019

material practices. In the works Boom Boom Butterfly and
(re)constructing the space in-between, Dinh uses eggshells
as a mosaic material, covering objects that are more often
associated with force in this simultaneously fragile and resilient
coating.

incarnations of her ideas, which she then evolves based on the
materials that she finds to carry out a given work.

Mandy Cano Villalobos, Slow Days to Hand, 2021

Villalobos similarly hunts for found objects and materials and also
has family and friends who collect pieces they think she might
be interested in using. For Villalobos, old and pre-used objects
offer a sense of history and home. Her installations build on the
value and meaning accrued by the objects in their old life, and
produce value and meaning in the new context of Villalobos’s
work. Villalobos also engages directly with the gendered nature
of domestic care and labor. Her installation for Assembly 2022,
Bluer Skies for Brazen Hips, explores women’s undervalued
labor and care work.

Dinh’s use of eggshells draws on the traditional Vietnamese
technique of Sơn Mài, a centuries-old practice for creating
elaborate lacquered mosaics. Dinh fled Vietnam with her family
as a child in 1975 during the American withdrawal and eventually
settled in North Carolina. Her laborious use of eggshells acts
as a physical manifestation of both connection to and distance
from her familial history and the home she fled. Meanwhile, these
works incorporate objects, like tools, that speak to the potential
for imagining and building a better future–a goal that has not
been easily granted to women and immigrants of color.

For Puckett and Villalobos, the use of found, recycled, and
salvaged materials is matched by an aesthetic that is carefully
considered and precise. Like other artists in the exhibition,
they express a deep engagement with their physical materials,
manifested through a high level of craft, in the context of
processes that are time-consuming and laborious.

Both Mandy Cano Villalobos and Courtney Puckett find emotional
resonance in reclaimed materials, dedicating care and attention
to creating new meanings from found objects. Puckett thinks
about her commitment to using found and recycled materials in
relation to sustainability, the desire to save detritus from landfills
and avoid contributing to the avalanche of consumer goods
by purchasing new things. The commitment to using found
objects shapes Puckett’s process. Her drawings document early

hire a skywriter to trace the dimensions of a fortyacre plot in the sky,

PLACE
title: 40 ACRES

a square roughly ¼ of a mile on each side.
ask the pilot to write “40 ACRES” within said square.
document this event from various distances.
—Sandy Williams IV, text from 40 ACRES

In 2017, Sandy Williams IV created the artwork 40 ACRES, a
piece of handmade paper with the above set of instructions
laser-etched into the surface. In 2022, Williams hired a skywriter
to carry out those instructions above Richmond’s Chimborazo
Park, which was the site of a Freedmen’s Community in the
period immediately following the Civil War. Like many free Black
communities that developed in that period, the community at
Chimborazo was quickly dismantled by popular white supremacist
legislation and violence. Through the 40 ACRES Archive, Williams
reckons with the broader failures of Reconstruction and the
promises of restitution that were made and then deeply, often
violently, broken in the decades following emancipation.
Included in Assembly are a video and book that document the
skywriting event over Chimborazo Park and the community
members that gathered to witness it. Through the 40 ACRES
Archive—which includes archival research, text, video,
performance, photographs, permanent historical markers, and
the staging of events—Williams builds from their audience a
community of people, shaped by a shared understanding of both
the past and its impact on the present.
The 40 ACRES Archive is among several works in Assembly that
demonstrate the possibilities artists find in deep historical and
archival research. These artists bring a deep focus to both their
research and their material practices, allowing each to drive the
other. They explore histories both personal and public, often in
relation to place.
Erika Lynne Hanson’s work combines labor-intensive practices,
a diverse range of materials, and an interest in capitalist markets,
ecological systems, and the overlap between the two. In textiles,
performance, video, and sculpture, her work attends to the

Sandy Williams IV, Dreams II, 2022

relationships within the desert ecology between “the landscape,
humans, and the more-than-human,” as she puts it. Hanson
combines laborious practices with a dedication to careful
research. She presents the work as conglomerations of objects,
situating weavings, video, and three-dimensional forms into
environments that surround the viewer. Her research interests
inform the lengthy titles of some pieces, as in the video work
Apparently adverse possession does not apply to non-human
persons, so i’ll build a slag wall in support of this tailing piles
occupants {lichen, birch, otter}) and also shape her aesthetic
and material choices.
In Far From Home, Cecilia Kim intersperses footage from her
conversations with five individuals discussing their idea of home
with digital landscapes she creates in 3D animation software.
The re-creations take the place of the re-enactments sometimes
used in documentary films, which aspire to present a truth to the
viewer about a certain place or moment. In juxtaposing footage
of the individuals telling their own stories with her own attempted

Cecilia Kim, Far From Home, 2021

renderings of the spaces they describe, Kim explores the line
between documentary and fiction. The 3D renderings are clearly
constructed, nodding to the artist’s role as translator and to home
as an idea tied to abstract memories and personal relationships,
more than physical spaces. At the same time, the renderings also
reflect Kim’s interest in exchange and dialogue, creating work in
conversation with other individuals, and opening up space for
empathy and connection.
In both the dialogue and the 3D re-creations, Far From Home
also explores the relationship between place and identity. The
way that place can shape identity and community resonates in
the work of Vincent Miranda, whose Florida Jitt series merges
references to the self-presentation of young Black and Latinx
men with handcrafted interpretations of Florida’s flora and fauna,
including bromeliad flowers and mosquitoes. Miranda likens the
vivid displays from the plants to the performances of masculinity,
specifically those connected to the culture of Southern hip-hop.
Merging these physical behaviors and decorations with the

Merryn Omotayo Alaka, Snatched!, 2021

plant life of his native Florida, Miranda also relates this specific
swagger to the physical environment of the South. His work
draws attention to cultural manifestations of the Southern
United States that are often overlooked in favor of depictions
that imagine the region as predominantly white and rural.
Questions of attention, who receives it, and how to navigate it
are suffused through the work of Merryn Omotayo Alaka and
Sam Fresquez. At the same time, Alaka and Fresquez share
with many other artists in the show a devotion to meticulous
construction and an interest in nontraditional but symbolically

meaningful materials. In Merryn Omotayo Alaka’s Snatched!,
the titular slang phrase leaps out from the work, spelled out in
pony beads arranged on braided Kanekalon hair, two materials
used by Black women to style their hair. Alaka’s meticulous
beading mirrors the perfection evoked by the phrase, which is
used as a compliment that means to look especially good and
put together. In Bundles Bundles I, created with Sam Fresquez,
Kanekalon hair is used to create an elegant sculptural form that
simultaneously evokes both minimalist sculpture and the beauty
culture associated with women of color. As in Miranda’s work,
Snatched! and Bundles Bundles I celebrate the self-presentation
of a community of people and, specifically, the attention and care
they give to that self-presentation.

Trina Michelle Robinson, Liberation Through Redaction (detail), 2022

CARE
While being overcome with grief while deep into
the research of the enslavement of my ancestors,
I looked for ways to focus on their strength rather
than their oppression. This piece is an intimate look
at liberation.
—Trina Michelle Robinson on her work
Liberation Through Redaction
The cotton used to create the paper for Trina Michelle Robinson’s
work Liberation Through Redaction was sourced from a Blackowned farm in North Carolina. Soil and hibiscus from Senegal
were used to create the black ink and to dye the sisal that’s
threaded through the print. The work’s meticulous sourcing and
construction is an act of care, a physical manifestation of the
artist’s devotion to the history the document encapsulates and

an effort to bring the audience into that devotional space.
The intaglio print itself reproduces the will of a slave owner from
1835 which includes the names of Robinson’s great-great-greatgreat-grandfather Martin and his mother Nancy among a group
of enslaved people who will be freed at a certain age. As the
final step of the process of creating the work, Robinson threaded
the hibiscus-dyed sisal twine through the paper, covering over
every reference to her ancestors’ enslavement. The creation of
Liberation Through Redaction was long and laborious. Robinson
collected material from two continents and created the piece’s
various components from raw materials, creating her own red
dye from hibiscus flowers and making the paper from raw cotton.
The process was an act of grieving but also connection and
love, manifested through the handling and transformation of the
artist's materials.

In terms of language, the word care contains two distinct
but interconnected meanings. It refers to the act of caring for
something—doing the labor necessary to maintain an object or
to sustain the life of a human being, a non-human animal, or a
plant. It also refers to the emotional investment that might inspire
this type of work—the act of caring about something. These two
states are interconnected and the one—the caring about—often
drives the other—the caring for.
The artists whose work is presented here express a profound
care through the attention they pay to material, to history, and
to archives. They express care for people and places, both
contemporary and historical, through the energy they devote to
research and craftsmanship, and the consideration they bring to
their materials. This committed and focused attention stands out
all the more in our present context, when our attention is so often
divided, contingent, or fleeting. I take their commitments as an
inspiration and hope you will as well.
- Blair Murphy
Curator of Exhibitions

Courtney Puckett, The Griever, 2020

MERRYN OMOTAYO ALAKA
& SAM FRESQUEZ

b. 1997, Indianapolis, IN
Lives and works in Phoenix, AZ
Merryn Omotayo Alaka is a Phoenix-based multimedia
artist. Her work, inspired by both West African textiles
and Black feminism, includes lithographs, graphic textile
design, jewelry, and large-scale sculptures. Her work
has been included in solo and two-person exhibitions
at Lisa Sette Gallery (Phoenix, AZ), Torrence Museum
of Art (Los Angeles, CA), and Scottsdale Museum of
Art and group exhibitions at Phoenix Art Museum,
FLXST (Chicago, IL), and Mesa Contemporary Art
Center (Mesa, AZ), among other venues. Recent
awards include the Lehmann Award from the Phoenix
Art Museum and a Night Bloom Artist Grant from
Museum of Contemporary Art Tucson and Andy
Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts. Alaka holds a
BFA in printmaking from Arizona State University. She
is represented by Lisa Sette Gallery.

1.

b. 1996, Mesa, AZ
Lives and works in Phoenix, AZ
Sam Fresquez is an interdisciplinary artist based in
Phoenix, Arizona. Her work documents experiences
of authority, gender, and group dynamics. She has
exhibited work at institutions including the Phoenix Art
Museum, the Museum of Contemporary Art Tucson,
and the Scottsdale Museum of Contemporary Art. With
Merryn Omotayo Alaka, she was in the 2018 Arizona
Biennial at the Tucson Museum of Art and their work
is in the Museum's collection. Fresquez has been
the recipient of artist residencies in Phoenix, Arizona
(Xico Galeria, 2017-2018), Deer Isle, Maine (Haystack
Mountain School, 2019), New York, New York (The
New York Arts Practicum, 2019) Johnson, Vermont
(Vermont Studio Center, 2019), and North Adams,
Massachusetts (MASS MoCA, 2019). Fresquez
graduated with her BFA from Arizona State University
in 2019. Fresquez is represented by Lisa Sette Gallery.

2.

1. Merryn Omotayo Alaka & Sam Fresquez, Bundles Bundles I, 2021, Kanekalon hair and braid clamps,
foam, and wire, 58 x 12 x 12 in., Courtesy of the artists and Lisa Sette Gallery.
2. Merryn Omotayo Alaka, Snatched!, 2021, Pony beads and braided Kanekalon hair, 65 x 33 in.,
Courtesy of Lisa Sette Gallery and Private Collection.

MYLOAN DINH

b. 1972, Saigon, Vietnam
Lives and works in Charlotte, NC
MyLoan Dinh has exhibited nationally and internationally,
and most recently at Elder Gallery of Contemporary Art
(Charlotte, NC) and Rowe Galleries at the College of Arts
+ Architecture UNC Charlotte. Her work can be found
in public and private collections in the United States
and Europe including the Muhammad Ali Museum
and Center (Louisville, KY), Lake City Creative Alliance
(Lake City, SC) and the Mint Museum of Art (Charlotte,
NC). Accomplishments include: Artfields 2022 2nd
Place Jury Prize, 2020 Arts & Science Council Creative
Renewal Fellowship, Mint Museum Constellations
Artist, Arts & Science Council Individual Artists Project
Grants, Knight Foundation Celebrate Charlotte Grant,
McColl Center Residency, Community Impact Grant
from the Partnership for Democracy, Berlin, and an
Individual Artist Grant from the Department of Arts &
Culture, Berlin.

3.

Majoring in visual arts, she studied at the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill and the School of Arts and
Design at Wollongong University in New South Wales,
Australia.
She is the founder of an international multidisciplinary
arts outreach and migration project, We See Heaven
Upside Down, and a member of the Asian American
Women Artists Association (AAWAA) and the BBK,
Professional Association of Visual Artists, Berlin. She
and her husband, Till Schmidt-Rimpler, founder and
artistic director of Moving Poets, have creative projects
in the United States and Germany.

3. MyLoan Dinh, Boom Boom Butterfly, 2019, Boxing gloves, eggshells, and acrylic, 12.5 x 16 x 4.5 in.
Photo by Jeff Cravotta.
4. MyLoan Dinh, (re)constructing the space in-between, 2021, Mixed media installation: eggshells,
acrylic, and hand tools, Dimensions variable. Photo by Jeff Cravotta.

4.

ERIKA LYNNE HANSON

b. 1984, Minneapolis, MN
Lives and works in Phoenix, AZ
Erika Lynne Hanson is an interdisciplinary artist,
researcher, and educator whose work is rooted in textile
practices. Her projects range from video to participatory
public installations that actively engage with the notion
of landscape. Her solo and two-person exhibitions
include Form + Concept (Santa Fe, NM), The Ski Club
(Milwaukee, WI), Field Projects (New York, NY), and
The Alice Gallery (Seattle, WA) and her work has been
included in numerous group exhibitions including at the
Tucson Museum of Art (Tucson, AZ), C24 Gallery (New
York, NY), the Chandler Museum (Chandler, AZ), and
in the Transborder Biennial 2018 through the El Paso
Museum of Art (El Paso, TX) and the Museum de Art de
Ciudad Juárez (Juárez, MX).
Additionally, Hanson has participated in residency
programs such as The Icelandic Textile Center and
The Wrangell Mountain Center in McCarthy, Alaska
and was a Frontier Fellow through Epicenter located
in Green River, Utah. All of these opportunities support
the ongoing dialogue regarding the expanded notions
of ecology within her practice. Currently Associate
Professor of textiles / socially engaged practices at
Arizona State University, Hanson received her MFA
from California College of the Arts and a BFA in Fiber
from the Kansas City Art Institute.

5.

6.

5. Erika Lynne Hanson, something about erosion or excavation: lichen, monsoon, and pit mine edition,
2022, Woven and dyed linen, wool, and lurex with ceramic vessel and wood frame, 45 x 50 x 40 in.
6. Erika Lynne Hanson, A growing collection of rock like things (detail), 2022, Cast cement, ceramic
vessels, borrowed rocks, slag glass, and lichen on shelves, 5 x 60 x 4 in.
7. Erika Lynne Hanson, Apparently adverse possession does not apply to non-human persons, so i'll build
a slag wall in support of this tailing piles occupants {lichen, birch, otter}, 2022, Two-channel video, 5 min.
45 sec.

7.

PRIYA SURESH KAMBLI

b. 1975, Mumbai, India
Lives and works in Kirksville, MO
Priya Suresh Kambli’s work inadvertently examines
the question asked by her son Kavi at age three; did
she belong to two different worlds, since she spoke
two different languages? The essence of his question
continues to be a driving force in her art making.
Kambli’s artwork has been well received, having been
exhibited, published, collected, and reviewed in the
national and international photographic community.
Her work is included in collections at Duke University
(Durham, NC), Museum of Fine Arts (Houston, TX),
Museum of Contemporary Photography (Chicago,
IL), and Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts
(Philadelphia, PA) and has been exhibited at the
Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art (Kansas City, MO),
Nerman Museum of Contemporary Arts (Overland
Park, KS), and through the National Portrait Gallery’s
Taylor Wessing Photographic Portrait Prize (London,
UK), among many other venues. She has participated
in artist residencies at Visual Studies Workshop
(Rochester, NY), Light Work (Syracuse, NY), and the
Center for Photography (Woodstock, NY).
Priya Suresh Kambli received her BFA at the University
of Louisiana in Lafayette and an MFA from the
University of Houston. She is currently Professor of Art
at Truman State University in Kirksville, Missouri.

8. Priya Suresh Kambli, Objects of Worship, 2022, Cyanotypes, each 18 x 24 in.

8.

CECILIA KIM

b. 1995, Seoul, South Korea
Lives and works in Arlington, VA
Cecilia Kim is a video artist and educator living and
working in the Washington, DC metro area. Born in
South Korea, Kim has also lived in Australia, England,
and Singapore. Kim was awarded the 19th annual
Trawick Prize: Bethesda Contemporary Art Awards.
Her work has been shown in solo and group exhibitions
including Hamiltonian Gallery (Washington, DC), The
Immigrant Artist Biennial (New York, NY & virtual), 6th
Louisiana Biennial (Ruston, LA), 0 GALLERY (Seoul,
Korea), Target Gallery (Alexandria, VA), The Anderson
Gallery (Richmond, VA), Hume Gallery (Chicago, IL);
and film festivals including YouFilmFest at the Kennedy
Center and NoFlash Video Show.
Kim has been a resident artist at Ox-Bow School
of Art and Artists’ Residency, Corsicana Artist and
Writer Residency, VisArts Bresler Residency, and
Busan International OpenArts Residence in Korea.
She is currently a 2021-23 Hamiltonian Artists Fellow.
Kim received her MFA from Virginia Commonwealth
University and BFA from the School of the Art Institute
of Chicago.

9. Cecilia Kim, Far From Home, 2022, Two-channel video, projected with sound, 17 min. 14 sec.

9.

VINCENT MIRANDA

b. 1991, Broward County, FL
Lives and works in South Florida
Vincent Miranda is an artist from Broward County,
Florida. Using sculptural investigations in silicone and
glass, his work explores a contemporary Southern
identity, informed by hip-hop, The Come Up, and
artifacts of a South Florida landscape. Selected solo
exhibitions include Florida Jitt, 2022, Museum of the African
Diaspora (San Francisco, CA) and Purple Coming In,
2017, IS Projects (Fort Lauderdale, FL). Select group
exhibitions include From The Water, 2021 (Brooklyn, NY);
digital/room, 2020, Slash Gallery (San Francisco,CA);
Pull Up, 2019, Yerba Buena Center for the Arts (San
Francisco, CA); and Tell Me A Story, 2019, Charlie
James Gallery (Los Angeles, CA). Miranda received
The Fountainhead Residency, The Growlery Residency,
and the CCA Alumni Sculpture Residency. Recent
awards and honors include: Emerging Artist Award,
Museum of the African Diaspora; Barclay Simpson
Award Scholarship; and Cadogan Scholarship. He
received his MFA from California College of the Arts
in 2019 and his BFA from Florida Atlantic University in
2014.

10.

11.

12.
10. Vincent Miranda, Florida Jitt (Mango hybrid), 2022, Silicone, glass, water, mosquitoes, 17 x 20 x 22 in.
11. Vincent Miranda, Florida Jitt (Bromeliad Golds), 2022, Silicone, gold, glass, water, mosquitoes,
10 x 9 x 10 in.
12. Vincent Miranda, Florida Jitt (Bromeliad Stutter), 2022, Silicone, glass, water, gold, mosquitoes,
10 x 9 x 19 in.
13. Vincent Miranda, Florida Jitt (Bromeliad variety), 2022, Silicone, glass, water, mosquitoes, 10 x 10 x 20 in.

13.

KELLY TAYLOR MITCHELL

b. 1994, Trenton, NJ
Lives and works in Atlanta, GA
Kelly Taylor Mitchell is an artist and educator who lives
and works in Atlanta, GA where she is currently an
Artist-in-Residence with the Studio Artist Program at
The Atlanta Contemporary. Mitchell’s multidisciplinary
practice centers oral history and ancestral memory
woven into the fabric of the Africana Diaspora, in
order to present speculative histories, specifically
related to concepts of community autonomy, swamp
marronage, and inherited identity. Utilizing printmaking,
papermaking, sculpture, and textiles her work manifests
as immersive installations, performative objects, and
partnered artists books.

14.

Kelly is the 2022 Inaugural Spelman College Affiliate
Fellow at The American Academy in Rome, a 20212022 Traveling Fellow with SMFA at Tufts and a
2020-2021 Working Artist Project Fellow with The
Museum of Contemporary Art Georgia. Kelly has
completed residencies at Minnesota Center for Book
Arts, Anderson Ranch Arts Center, and Women’s
Studio Workshop. Her work can be found in collections
nationwide including Harvard Fine Arts Library, Walker
Art Center Library, Bainbridge Island Museum of Art,
Smith College Special Collections and others. Kelly
received an MFA from The Rhode Island School of
Design and is an Assistant Professor of Art and Visual
Culture and the Art Program Director at Spelman
College.

15.

14. Kelly Taylor Mitchell, Untitled (Red), 2021, Artist made pigmented cotton paper, grommets,
mesh, chandelier crystals, 34 x 50 in.
15. Kelly Taylor Mitchell, Untitled (Purple), 2021, Artist made pigmented cotton paper, grommets,
mesh, chandelier crystals, 34 x 65 in.
16. Kelly Taylor Mitchell, Untitled (Alabama #3), 2022, Alabama privet and river cane handmade
paper, abaca, crystals, found objects, hand embroidery, 27 x 44 in.

16.

COURTNEY PUCKETT

b. 1979, Winter Park, FL
Lives and works in Hudson Valley, NY
Courtney Puckett's found object and repurposed textile
assemblages integrate sculpture and craft practices.
She has participated in artist residencies at Saltonstall
Foundation, Haystack Mountain School of Crafts, Lower
Manhattan Cultural Council’s Workspace Program, was
a Full Fellowship recipient at the Vermont Studio Center,
and received a community research grant from River
Valley Arts Collective. She earned a BFA from Maryland
Institute College of Art, MFA from Hunter College, and
studied in Aix-en-Provence, France, at the Glasgow
School of Art, and at University of New Mexico. Solo
exhibitions include Furnace - Art on Paper Archive (Falls
Village, CT), Hesse Flatow (New York, NY), and Flecker
Gallery at Suffolk County Community College (Suffolk
County, NY). Select group exhibitions include Dorsky
Gallery at SUNY New Paltz (New Paltz, NY), NADA x
Foreland (Catskill, NY), Geary Contemporary (Millerton,
NY), White Columns (online), TSA (Brooklyn, NY), and
BRICArts (Brooklyn, NY).
Puckett is an Instructor of Art at Northwestern
Connecticut Community College and has taught at
Pratt Institute, Parsons School of Design, and Fashion
Institute of Technology. She runs the backyard art
space White Rock Center for Sculptural Arts with her
husband, artist Colin O’Con.

17.

18.

20.

19.

17. Courtney Puckett, The Digger, 2020, Found objects, repurposed textiles, 40.5 x 58 x 36 in.
18. Courtney Puckett, The Griever, 2020, Found objects, repurposed textiles, and glass, 70 x 30 x 28 in.

22.

19. Courtney Puckett, Study for The Griever, 2020, Collage, colored pencil, and marker on paper, 17 x 14 in.
20. Courtney Puckett, Study for The Digger 2, 2020, Colored pencil and marker on paper, 11 x 8.5 in.
21. Courtney Puckett, Study for The Caretaker, 2020, Colored pencil and pen on paper, 20 x 16 in.
22. Courtney Puckett, Study for The Journeyman I, 2019, Colored pencil and marker on paper, 11 x 8.5 in.

21.

TRINA MICHELLE ROBINSON

b. 1975, Oak Park, IL
Lives and works in San Fransisco, CA
Trina Michelle Robinson explores the relationship
between memory and migration through film, print
media, and archival materials. The lives of her ancestors
are the catalyst behind her artwork and their stories are
woven into every detail. Why did they leave? What were
they hoping to find? What remains? She explores every
fracture, fold, and glitch to release the trauma that lives
inside.
Her work has been shown at galleries and film festivals
throughout the country including the BlackStar Film
Festival (Philadelphia, PA), the San Francisco Art
Commission Main Gallery, Southern Exposure, and
Root Division (San Francisco, CA), and Wassaic Project
(Wassaic, NY). She has told the story of exploring her
ancestry with The Moth Mainstage throughout the
country including at New York’s Lincoln Center and
NPR’s Moth Radio Hour. She previously worked in print
and digital media in production and as a managing
editor at publications and companies such as The New
York Times T Magazine, Vanity Fair, California Sunday
Magazine, and Slack. She received her MFA from
California College of the Arts in 2022 and was awarded
the 2020 Yozo Hamaguchi Award. She is a participant
in the 2022-23 Emerging Artist Program at the Museum
of the African Diaspora (San Francisco, CA) and will
have a solo exhibition there in October 2022.

23. Trina Michelle Robinson, Berea, 2021, HD video, 4 min. 13 sec.
24. Trina Michelle Robinson, Liberation Through Redaction, 2022, Photopolymer intaglio print, ink made
with soil collected from Senegal, charred cedar, bone black dry pigment, sisal dyed with hibiscus from
Senegal, raw cotton paper sourced from a Black-owned farm in North Carolina, 10 x 14 in.
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MANDY CANO VILLALOBOS

b. 1979, Petersburg, VA
Lives and works in Grand Rapids, MI
Mandy Cano Villalobos is an interdisciplinary artist
whose work spans installation, 2D, performance, and
sculpture. Her projects explore ideas of home, memory,
and cultural identity. Cano Villalobos has exhibited
in venues including Bridge Projects (Los Angeles,
CA), POSITIONS Art Fair (Berlin, Germany), Proyecto
T (Mexico City, Mexico), the Ruth and Elmer Wellin
Museum (Clinton, NY), Maryland Institute College of
Art (Baltimore, MD), the Ukrainian Institute of Modern
Art, (Chicago), The Museum of New Art (Detroit, MI),
Hillyer Art Space (Washington, DC), Gray Contemporary
(Houston, TX), and La Casa Pauly (Puerto Montt,
Chile). Her work has been reviewed in The New York
Times, The Washington Post, Sculpture Magazine,
Hyperallergic, and The Chicago Reader, among others.
She is the recipient of a Virginia Center for Creative
Arts Fellowship, and has been awarded grants from
multiple organizations including the Gottlieb, Puffin,
Frey, and Chenven Foundations, and the Foundation for
Contemporary Arts. Cano Villalobos is represented by
Mu Gallery in Chicago and drj art projects in Berlin. She
works in Grand Rapids, MI and Brooklyn, NY.

25. Mandy Cano Villalobos, It's a Man's World. Until it Isn't. (For Scheherezaade), 2021, Mixed media
installation, 180 x 156 x 156 in. South Bend Museum of Art, Biennial 31.
For Assembly 2022, Mandy Cano Villalobos created Bluer Skies for Brazen Hips, a new installation
created on site at the Museum of Contemporary Art Arlington.

25.

SANDY WILLIAMS IV

b. 1992, Belleville, NJ
Lives and works in Richmond, VA
Sandy Williams IV is an artist and educator whose
work problematizes the temporal legacy of public
space and the infallibility of memory. Using time itself
as a medium, Williams’ work inhabits the space of the
tactile, malleable, and interactive as means to subvert
the logic of ongoing coloniality and occupation.

26.

Williams is an Assistant Professor of Art at the University
of Richmond. They are a recipient of the Virginia
Museum of Fine Arts COVID Relief Fellowship and the
New York Community Trust Van Lier Fellowship.
They have had solo shows at the Visual Arts Centre of
Clarington (Ontario, CA). Reynolds Gallery (Richmond,
VA), Second Street Gallery (Charlottesville, VA). Selected
group exhibitions and performances include the Virginia
Museum of Contemporary Art (Virginia Beach, VA),
The Harnett Museum at the University of Richmond
(Richmond, VA), the Institute of Contemporary Art
at VCU (Richmond, VA), Socrates Sculpture Park
(Queens, NY), New Release (New York, NY), De Boer
Gallery (Los Angeles, CA), Springsteen (Baltimore, MD),
NADA House (New York, NY), Artist in Residence at the
Atlantic Center for the Arts (New Smyrna Beach, FL),
SOMA (Mexico City, MX), ACRE (Chicago, IL), Mildred’s
Lane (Narrowsburg, NY) and the University of Cumbria
(Carlisle, UK). Williams earned an MFA in Sculpture
+ Extended Media from Virginia Commonwealth
University and a BA from the University of Virginia.

26. Sandy Williams IV, Dreams I, II, and III, 2022, Archival inkjet print, 17 x 22 in. (pictured: Dreams I)
27. Sandy Williams IV, 40 ACRES, 2017, Laser etched handmade paper, 11.25 x 11.25 in.
28. Sandy Williams IV, The (Bronze) Wax Monuments I - V, 2022, Bronze, Various dimensions
29. Sandy Williams IV, The Fall II (Jefferson), 2022, Archival inkjet print, 22 x 17 in., Edition of 10
30. Sandy Williams IV, The Wax Monuments VIII (Rushmore), 2022, Wax and wix
31. Sandy Williams IV, 40 ACRES: Chimborazo Park (Book), 2022, Hand-bound book inkjet printed on
archival paper.
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ABOUT

HOURS & LOCATION

The Museum of Contemporary Art Arlington is an independent 501(c)(3)
non-profit organization that enriches community life by connecting the public
with contemporary art and artists through exhibitions, education programs,
and an artists-in-residence program.

Open to the public Wednesday – Sunday, 12 – 5 pm | Free Admission

Established in 1974, and formerly known as Arlington Arts Center, the
organization has a long history of launching and supporting artists' careers in
the mid-Atlantic region, presenting contemporary art exhibitions, and offering
art-making classes for all ages. In 2022, the organization changed its name
to reflect its position as a premiere hub for contemporary art and artists and
as the only art museum in Arlington County. The Museum’s longstanding
commitment to connect the community to living artists remains central to its
mission and programming today.
At 17,000 square feet, the Museum is one of the largest non-federal venues
for contemporary art in the Washington, DC area. Nestled within a public
park, the building includes nine exhibition galleries, ten artist studios, two
classrooms, and outdoor space for public art.

EXHIBITIONS
Through its rotating exhibitions and dynamic related programming, the
Museum connects the community with artists from around the world,
launches careers of emerging artists, provides established artists with
opportunities to experiment, and showcases Arlington’s position within a
global contemporary art sector to the public.

EDUCATION

The Museum offers high-quality art classes year-round for novice and
seasoned artists of all ages, from toddlers to adults. Taught by experienced
professional artists, classes are small and cover an array of media. Tuition
is reasonably priced, and for those in need, the Museum offers a tuition
assistance program.
Free public programs are offered for the community to engage with
various aspects of creativity and contemporary art. Often these programs
highlight public partnerships, community cultural celebrations, music, and
performance.

The Museum of Contemporary Art Arlington
3550 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, VA 22201
Metro: Silver & Orange Lines | Virginia Square
703.248.6800
For more informaiton, visit www.mocaarlington.org

STAFF
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Catherine Anchin / director@mocaarlington.org
CURATOR OF EXHIBITIONS
Blair Murphy / exhibitions@mocaarlington.org
CURATOR AND RESIDENT ARTIST/COLLECTOR LIAISON
Amanda Jirón-Murphy / residency@mocaarlington.org
EDUCATION COORDINATORS
Lia Ferro / education@mocaarlington.org
Amber Cruz / education@mocaarlington.org
OPERATIONS MANAGER
Rhe’a Roland Singer / operations@mocaarlington.org

SPONSORS & PARTNERS
Programs are made possible through the generous support of The Morris
and Gwendolyn Cafritz Foundation; Arlington County through the Arlington
Cultural Affairs division of Arlington Economic Development and the Arlington
Commission for the Arts; the Virginia Commission for the Arts/National
Endowment for the Arts; the Community Foundation for Northern Virginia; the
Washington Forrest Foundation; many generous individual donors; and the
Museum’s Corporate Council.

RESIDENT ARTISTS
The Museum’s resident artist program provides subsidized private studio
space in a supportive environment encouraging interaction and exploration.
Artists-in-residence participate in Museum activities, exhibitions, and
community programming where the public can interact firsthand with artists.
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